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TWO commissioners. Fourteen lawyers seated at the bar table, most of them fly-in, 
fly-out. 

Junior counsel, clerks and Canberra public servants in the gallery of courtroom 11 of 
the Darwin Supreme Court. 

Three media advisers hustling about. It looks busy, but it's slow going. The Royal 
Commission into the Protection and Detention of Children in the Northern Territory, 
a $50m legal juggernaut, has at times descended to farce as hearing sessions are 
cancelled and witnesses of minor significance are examined over long hours, 
seemingly to fill time. 

Everything is back to front. 

Normally, the first witnesses called would - and should - be those who claim to have 
been wronged.  

In this case, it is the kids who were treated brutally by prison guards, being 
teargassed, stripped naked and put in bizarre restraints, and suffering under arcane 
management systems at Darwin's old Don Dale Youth Detention Centre. 

Hearing them first would not only be a courtesy, but give context to evidence from 
those Corrections bosses, departmental heads, prison experts and politicians who 
created the savage Don Dale environment and who need to explain and defend 
themselves. 

That is how they do it at the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child 
Sexual Abuse: they hear first from victim-survivors, because they are the reason that 
commission exists. 

In the NT Commission, the first witnesses in October were paediatricians, 
psychologists and child experts. The very first to take the stand was National 
Children's Commissioner Megan Mitchell, who has no experience in NT youth 
detention. 

Those witnesses have been examined in a void, and told they may need to reappear 
once the main act - the kids and the guards - testify. 

The Commission has cancelled two hearings, for apparent lack of ready witnesses; 
and this week's Darwin sitting was so poorly organised that lawyers did not have a 
witness list until late last week - and even then it was just one name, Keith 
Hamburger, a consultant who conducted a review on NT correctional facilities. 

By Monday, they inserted a departmental witness and by midweek added an expert 
on foetal alcohol disorders, indicating that the Commission is casting wide to a 
whole-of-society investigation, rather than what happened at Don Dale. 
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This shambolic approach has left lawyers - who had prepared on the expectation that 
children would testify this week - scrambling to prepare for cross-examination of 
unexpected witnesses. 

Finally, the chance came yesterday with the first appearance of the first child witness 
- although in closed court with his name suppressed as "AD". 

The evidence was only available to the public later, via redacted transcript. The 
Commission is concerned that vulnerable young witnesses - which it classifies as 
people up to the age of 25 - are "not damaged or endangered further by this process". 

Dylan Voller, infamously pictured in a medieval restraint wearing a spit hood, is 
expected to testify next week, under a pseudonym, even though he is now an adult. 

He has named 31 guards as having mistreated him, but Commissioner Margaret 
White has stated young witnesses, including Voller, will not be subject to cross-
examination. This means allegations will somehow need to be defended by the 
guards, despite the youths' evidence not being rigorously tested. 

By closing the court, the power of the youth testimony - which is why everyone's here 
- has been lost, even though a number of these kids, like Voller, have already been in 
the media. 

And all are familiar with court appearances, some of them many times over, which is 
why they were in Don Dale. 

The young witnesses will likely need to be recalled to respond to the guards' claims, 
meaning there is little chance the Commission will submit its full report by its March 
31 deadline next year. 

When Malcolm Turnbull announced the Commission in haste just hours after the 
Four Corners report, he made it clear he wanted a rapid turnaround, saying Royal 
Commissions are most effective when they "do the job quickly and report and then 
action can be taken". 

It is rumoured there have been background talks about a 12-month extension - 
although the Prime Minister's office told News Corp the commissioners "had not 
made a formal request to Government to extend the report date". 

The first Don Dale detention centre - named after a Country Liberals' minister who 
died young and was passionate about childhood, having been abandoned and 
brought up as a street kid in Melbourne - was closed in 2014, long before the July 
2016 Four Corners report revealed vision of apparent barbarity by guards in the 
centre. 

As was learned this week, guards have a broader version of events to what was seen 
on Four Corners and are anxious to have their day before the Commission. The 
facility was far from a total horror zone: it was mostly a "great place", according to 
indigenous guards who took commissioners White and Mick Gooda on a tour of the 
shuttered prison this week. 

The exception was one small and notorious section, the grimly named Behavioural 
Management Unit, where boys were locked away in tiny cells for up to 23 hours a 
day, sometimes for weeks on end. 

This is where, in 2014, a kid reached through the slot in his cell door, found it 
unlocked and started running amok in a state of mental distress. 
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NT Corrections claimed he and five other boys in the BMU were rioting, but most 
were stuck in their cells. 

They were all teargassed. 

Then came more details on Voller, sent to Don Dale for violent acts on an ice binge, 
and who has a long history of spitting and clashing with authorities from the time he 
was first taken into detention in Alice Springs at the age of 12. 

Amid delays in hearing from young detainees, Voller, who has since turned 18 and 
been shifted to Darwin's new adult prison, is taking on the guise of a political 
prisoner. 

He has supposedly threatened a hunger strike as his family fears he'll have to give 
video evidence next week from prison. They argue he will be stood over by guards 
and prevented from speaking freely. 

Voller's rap sheet is said to run to 80 pages and his parole application was recently 
knocked back - for reasons that were not disclosed but relate to what the board feels 
are ongoing behavioural issues. His sad history long predates his arrival in Don Dale. 

Though Aboriginality is not mentioned in the Commission's terms of reference, race 
underscores the inquiry. 

Indigenous youth detention in the Territory far outstrips the appalling national 
average, where Aboriginals make up three per cent of the national population, but 27 
per cent of the prison population. 

This week in Don Dale, there was only one non-indigenous person among 19 
detainees. 

Whether the harsh treatment they received was legal, why the prison could not find 
better ways to deal with the kids, the culture of secrecy by Corrections and their 
political bosses, and what the Territory will do to avoid repetition goes to the heart of 
what the commissioners are trying to establish. 

The Commission's task should be straightforward, given there has already been more 
than 50 reports and reviews into NT youth detention in the last decade. 

This week, as the commissioners toured the old Don Dale and Don Dale II, 
temporarily located in the decommissioned adult prison in Berrimah, they met Luke 
and Leon, indigenous Youth Justice guards who worked at both the old Don Dale and 
the current one. 

They were asked whether they felt their reputations had been affected by events. 
Luke did not hold back as White and Gooda listened on. 

He said morale was low; that the guards responsible for the worst treatment of kids 
had left; that they liked kids, and in fact needed to supervise members of their own 
extended family; that they had all been tarnished as bad guys, and questioned by 
members of their own families. 

"There's two sides to every story. We'll eventually be able to tell ours as well," said 
Luke. "But it's been hard." Yet the guards, as crucial witnesses, have not been 
contacted and told to prepare to testify, further confirming that deadlines will not be 
met and costs will blow out. 

One said the Four Corners story was "one-sided". He did not elaborate, but seemed 
to indicate that child prisoners - most are in for property offences, but in the last 
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decade Don Dale has taken in 11 murderers and 120 sex offenders - can be harder to 
handle than adults, who are more likely to know how to operate smartly in a 
detention environment. 

There is no question the NT Government presided over a national disgrace that 
requires total reform. 

That is now underway and many of the commission's likely recommendations will 
have been fully addressed by the time it reports. 

There have been big changes, such as taking youth detention away from NT 
Corrections and putting it in the hands of the Territory Families department. 

Yet they are still putting problem kids in overnight lockdown in the high-security 
unit they are currently using. 

They will ultimately build a new facility; and there is talk of calling it a "youth 
precinct".Whatever they call it, the reality is that it too will require a row of hard-core 
isolation cells. 
 
 


